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1. Introduction. A large part of the theory of pseudo complemented lattices can

be extended to pseudo complemented semilattices, as was pointed out by O. Frink

in [3]. In [5], W. Nemitz makes a similar observation concerning implicative

lattices and implicative semilattices. In the first part of this paper we find necessary

and sufficient conditions for a semilattice L to be isomorphic with a family R of

sets so that finite products in L correspond to intersections in R, and finite sums

in L—when they exist—correspond to unions in R. Semilattices satisfying this

condition will be called prime. The term isomorphism is used for a correspondence

between partially ordered sets which preserves order in both directions [1, p. 3].

In §3, a representation theory for prime semilattices is presented. It shows that

a prime semilattice L is essentially a collection C of compact-open sets of a Stone

space. As expected, L is a lattice if and only if C consists of all compact-open sets.

Thus, we have a natural generalization of the Stone representation theorem for

distributive lattices [8]. An interesting example of a prime semilattice is an impli-

cative semilattice. The last section is concerned with the properties of the repre-

sentation space of these semilattices.

2. Prime semilattices.   For a subset {x1;..., xn} of a semilattice L, xx.xn

will denote the greatest lower bound; the least upper bound—if it exists—will be

denoted by xx + ■ ■ ■ + xn.

Definition 2.1. A nonempty subset F of a semilattice is a filter in L provided:

(1) If x e F and x^y then y e F, and

(2) if x, ye F then xy e F.

If a proper filter is not contained in any other proper filter then it is called maximal;

a proper filter is said to be prime if:

(3) Whenever xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn exists and is an element of F, then xte F for some

/e{1, ...,«}.

Let L be a semilattice and S^L. The intersection of all filters in L that contain S

is a filter F and will be called the filter generated by S. It is easily seen that

F = fx e L I x = jx.sn for some su ..., sne S}.

Theorem 2.2. In a semilattice L, the following are equivalent:

(i) If Xj H-1- xn exists in L, then for each x e L, xxx + ■ ■ ■ + xxn exists and

equals x(xx-\-hxn).
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(ii) If F is a filter in L and J a nonempty subset of L, disjoint with F, and such

that Xx + ■ • • +x„ exists whenever xu ..., xneJ, then there exists a prime filter F'

such that F^F' and F' r\J= 0.

(iii) If x%y then there exists a prime filter F' such that x e F' and y £ F'.

Proof, (i) => (ii). Let SP be the set of all filters that contain P and which are

disjoint with /. Then & is partially ordered by inclusion and an application of

Zorn's lemma shows that & has a maximal element F'. Clearly F' is a proper filter,

containing P, and disjoint with J. Suppose Xj + • • • + xn exists and is an element of

F' but X; F' for each /' e {1,..., n). Then for each i, let F, be the filter generated

by {Xi} u P'. By the maximality of P', p SP so F' r\J+ 0. Thus, for each i,

there exists jt eJ such that j^xj'i for some f e F'. So for each i,

fx'   -- 'fn'Xi ^ fiXi < ji g A+ ■ • 1 +J'n-

Since xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn exists, [fx- ■ ■ ■ •fn'X1] + ■ ■ ■ + [f - ■ ■ ■ 'fn-xn] exists and equals

fx' • • ■ 'fn(xi + ■ ■ ■ +xn), which is in F'. This implies that jx+ ■ ■ ■ +jne F' n J, a

contradiction, (ii) => (iii). In (ii), let P be the principal filter generated by X and

let J={y}. (iii) => (i). Clearly xxi^x(x1+ ■ ■ ■ +xn) for each /'. Suppose there exists

w g L such that xxt S w for all /, but x(x^ + ■ ■ ■ + xn) $ w, then there exists a prime

filter P such that x(xx + • • • +xn) e F and w $ F. But then x e F and for some

i, Xi 6 P, which implies w e F.

Definition 2.3. A semilattice in which one of the equivalent conditions in

Theorem 2.2 holds will be called a prime semilattice.

Obviously a lattice is a prime semilattice if and only if it is distributive. Another

example of a prime semilattice is obtained as follows. Let X be an infinite set and

let L be the family of all subsets of X whose set theoretic complements are infinite.

L is a prime semilattice under inclusion for if xu..., xneL and xx+ • ■ ■ +xn

exists then it equals x, U • ■ • U xn. Also see §5.

Theorem 2.4. In a prime semilattice every maximal filter is prime.

Proof. Suppose that P is a maximal filter in a prime semilattice L, that for some

nä2, Xi + • ■ • +xne F, and that xt $F for i=2,..., n. For each such i, the filter

generated by {xj and P is not proper so x^x^f for some feF. But then

fx--fn-x^Xx for i=2,..., n so

A- ' • • -/n(>i + ' ' ' +*») = [/i---- '/n*l]+ ■■•+[/!••■■ •/»*»] ^ *1-

Consequently, xx 6 P.

We adopt the following notation. If L is a prime semilattice, J5" will be the

family of all prime filters in L; for each xeL, x*={Fe& \ x e F} and L* =

{x* I x £ L}. It is immediate from Theorem 2.2 (iii) that L and L* are isomorphic

under the correspondence x t> x*, where L* is partially ordered by inclusion.

Furthermore,

(4) (xi.xn)* = x* r> • • • O xjf for all xx,..., xn e L.
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(5) (#XH-+xn)*=x* u • • • u x* whenever xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn exists in L.

Finally, let R(L) be the smallest ring of subsets of !F that contains L*. By (4),

(6) R{L) = {x* U---Ux* \x1,...,xKeL},

and from (5), we have

(7) R(L)=L*^L if and only if L is a lattice.

Definition 2.5. A semilattice L is normally imbedded in a ring R of sets if there

exists an isomorphism of L onto a subset of R such that finite products in L

correspond to intersections in R and finite sums in L—when they exist—corre-

spond to unions in R.

Theorem 2.6. A semilattice L can be normally imbedded in a ring of sets if and

only ifL is prime.

Proof. The above remarks show that the condition is sufficient. Conversely,

suppose <p is an isomorphism as defined above and suppose that xx-\-\-xn

exists in L. If xx^ w for /'= 1,..., n then

<p(x(x1+ ■ ■ ■ +xn)) = <p(x) n (<p(xi) u • • • u <p(xn)) £ <p{w).

So x(x-i+ • ■ ■ +xn)^w.

3. The representation space of a prime semilattice. Let L be a prime semilattice.

We form a topological space by taking L* as a basis for a topology on F. This

space will be called the representation space of L and will be denoted by S(L).

Since R(L) is itself a distributive lattice, we can speak of the Stone space S(R(L))

of R(L). Namely, S(R(L)) is the topological space consisting of the set of all

prime filters in R(L), with (R(L))* = {u* \ue R(L)} as a basis for the topology,

where u* = {F1e F[ \ ue FJ for each u e R(L). If L is a distributive lattice then by

(7), S(L) is homeomorphic with S(R(L)); but we will show that this is the case even

if L is not a lattice. For this recall that a ring R of subsets of a set X is reduced

provided that whenever p, q are distinct elements of X, there exists r e R such that

R contains exactly one of p, q. Also, R is perfect if for every prime filter Fj in 7?

there exists an element p e X such that Fx = {r e R \ per}.

Lemma 3.1. If L is a prime semilattice, then R(L) is a reduced, perfect ring of

subsets of F.

Proof. If F, F' are distinct members of J5" and x e F— F' then F e x*, F' $ x*

and x* e R(L). Now suppose Fx is a prime filter in R(L). Let F= {x e L \ x* e FJ.

Noting that Fx is prime and consists of elements of the form x* u • • ■ u x* where

Xi e L, it is easily verified that F is a prime filter in L and that

^i = {x* u • • • u x* £ R(L) I Fe x* u • • • u x*}.

Theorem 3.2. IfL is a prime semilattice then S(L) and S(R(L)) are homeomorphic.

Proof. For each FeS(L), let <p(F)={w e R(L) \ Feu}. Then 93(F) is a prime

filter and since R(L) is reduced and perfect, F <-> 93(F) is a one to one correspondence
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between S(L) and S(R(L)). To show <p is a homeomorphism, it is sufficient to

show <p and <p_1 preserve basic open sets. But this follows from

(8) cp[x*] = (x*)* and <p_1[(x*)*] = x* for each xeL.

To prove the first half of (8), let Fx e<p[x*]. Then Fx=<p(F) for some Fex* so

Fx = {u e P(L) I F e u}. But x* g i7! so Fx g (x*)*. Now if Fx e (x*)* the x* e Fx.

But <p is onto, so there exists Fe S(L) such that <p(F) = F1. Therefore, x* e<p(F)

= {ue R(L) j Few}, So Fex* which means Fx The second half of (8)

follows from the first since <p is one-to-one.

The following properties of S(L) are immediate from Theorem 3.2. A c/o set

is a set which is compact and open.

(9) S(L) is a Stone space (i.e., S(L) is a T0 space such that the family of c/o

sets is a basis and a ring of sets and such that if {ut \ i e I}, {v, | j e J} are collections

of c/o sets satisfying C]tel ut^\JjeJ t>; then there are finite sets Ix £/, Jx such

that Hie/! »i £ LWx »/)•
(10) ^ is c/o in 5(L) if and only if A e R(L).

(11) S(L) is compact if and only if there exists x1;..., x„ el such that Fn

{x1;..., xn} 0 for each prime filter Fin L (e.g., S(L) is compact if L has a greatest

element).

In the Stone representation theory of distributive lattices, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the family of distributive lattices and the family of Stone

spaces. Specifically, each distributive lattice is isomorphic with the family of c/o

sets of a Stone space and the c/o sets of any Stone space form a ring of sets. The

situation for prime semilattices is described below.

Definition 3.3. A quasi-ring of sets is a collection R of subsets of a set X such

that:

(12) If rlt r2eR then r,nr2£ R.

(13) If ri,..., r„, r e R, rx U • • • U r,cr, and every element of /? that contains

u •   u r, also contains r, then r=rj. u ■ • • U r„.

Theorem 3.4. Every prime semilattice L is isomorphic with a quasi-ring R of

c/o sets of a Stone space X; L is a lattice if and only if R consists of all c/o sets of X.

Conversely, every quasi-ring R of c/o sets of a Stone space X is a prime semilattice.

Proof. We have seen that L^L*<^R(L) so by (10) and (7), the "only if" part

of the proof will be complete if L* is a quasi-ring. Clearly (12) follows from (4).

Suppose x*, ■ ■., x*, x* el. By the hypothesis of (13), and the fact that the corre-

spondence x—*x* is an isomorphism, we obtain: Xx + ■ ■ ■ + xn exists and equals

x. So

x* = (xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn)* = xf U • • • U x*.

Suppose now that R is a quasi-ring of c/o sets of a Stone space X. Clearly R is a

semilattice with r1-r2 = r1 nr2. If rx+ ■ ■ ■ +rn exists, then by (12), /-!+••• +rn

= rx u ■ • ■ u /-„ so rrx-\-h rrn = r(rx H-hrn) for each re P.
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4. The lattice of filters of a semilattice. Every algebraic (G. Birkhoff) or

compactly generated (Dilworth and Crawley) lattice is isomorphic with the lattice

of all filters of a meet semilattice. The lattice of all subalgebras of any abstract

algebra with finitary operations (G. Birkhoff) is algebraic, and is isomorphic to

the lattice of all ideals of the semilattice of finitely generated subalgebras. In view

of these results, the next theorem might be useful.

Theorem 4.1. Each of the following is a sufficient condition for a semilattice L,

with a greatest element 1, to be prime.

(i) The lattice of filters of L is distributive.

(ii) Whenever xy^z (x, y, z eL), there exists x',y' eL such that z = x'y' and

*=*', y^y'.

(iii) The lattice of all filters is a sublattice of the lattice of all subsemilattices.

Proof, (i) Suppose xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn exists and x^z^w for each i. Then, denoting

by Fa the principal filter generated by a, we have w e C)t (Fz + FXi) = Fz+r]i FXr

Since Xi+• • •+jc,, exists, FXi = FXl+ ... + Xn so that w^uv where z^w and

xx+ • • • +xn£v. Hence, z{xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn)^uv^w, and z(xx + ■ ■ ■ +xn) = zx1+ ■ ■ ■

+ zxn. (ii) Grätzer and Schmidt have shown that in a (join) semilattice, condition

(ii) is equivalent to the distributivity of its lattice of ideals. The result then follows

by (i) and duality, (iii) If xy^z then zeFx + Fy. By hypothesis Fx + Fy =

{uv I x^u, y^v}, so that z = uv where x^u, y^v.

Remark. None of these conditions are necessary for L to be prime, as the

following example shows. Let L = {0, x, y, z, au a2, ■ ■ ■} where 0<x; 0<z; ax>a2

>a3> ■ ■ ■ >y>0; x<at, y<a{ for all ;'.

5. Implicative semilattices. An implicative semilattice is a semilattice L satis-

fying:

(14) If x, yeL then there exists an element x^-y such that for each zeL,

xz^y if and only if z^x->y.

Implicative semilattices are also known as relatively pseudo complemented

semilattices. For the basic properties see [2, p. 141] and [5].

Pseudo complemented semilattices are not, in general, prime (e.g., the non-

modular lattice of five elements) but every implicative semilattice is prime. Indeed,

if xlf..., xn, x are elements of such a semilattice and xx + ■ • ■ + xn exists then

xxi^x(x1+ ■ ■ ■ + xn) for each i. If xx^ w for each i, then x^x ->■ w so xx+ ■ ■ ■ +xn

Sx —> w. Hence jcfxi + ■ ■ ■ +xn)^w.

Every implicative semilattice contains a greatest element, denoted by 1; a

least element, if it exists, will be denoted by 0.

Lemma 5.1. For an implicative semilattice L, with 0, the following are equivalent:

(i) F is a maximal filter in L.

(ii) F is a prime filter in L such that (x + x ->> 0) £ F for each xeL.
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Proof. We have seen that every maximal filter is prime. Suppose x $ F. Let Fx

be the filter generated by {x} u P. Then PX=L so Oäx/ for some /e P. Hence

/^x—>-0sox->0£p. Conversely, suppose Px is a filter and fcFx. Let x e Pj — P.

Since x $ F, x->0e F, but then 0 = x(x -> 0) e F± so Pj =L.

Theorem 5.2. For an implicative semilattice L, with 0, the following are equivalent:

(i) Every prime filter in L is maximal.

(ii) L is a Boolean algebra.

(iii) S(L) is Hausdorff.

Proof, (i) => (ii). It follows from Lemma 5.1 that

x* u y* = ([(x -> 0)(y -* 0)] -> 0)*   for xjei.

Thus, L^L* = R(L) is a distributive lattice. Now the dual lattice Z>(L) is a distrib-

utive lattice with 0 and such that every prime ideal is maximal. By a theorem of

Nachbin, D(L) is a Boolean ring. But D(L) has a greatest element so D(L)—and

hence L—is a Boolean algebra, (ii) => (iii). Since L is a Boolean algebra and

R(L);S(R(L)) is Hausdorff. But S(L) and S(R(L)) are homeomorphic. (iii) => (i).

Suppose S(L) is Hausdorff, P is a prime filter in L and x $ F. By Lemma 5.1, it is

sufficient to show x -» 0 e P. First, by (11), 5(L) is compact. Now C(x*)—the set

theoretic complement of x*—is a closed set in a compact Hausdorff space. Hence

C{x*) is a c/o set. By (10), C(x*) = x* U • • • U x*.

Assertion: Xi + ■ ■ • +xn exists and equals x -»■ 0. To see this, note that for each i,

xf sC(x*) so (xXj)* = x* n xf= 0 =0*. Thus xxf=0 and xf^x -> 0. If x^ h> for

i=l,..., n but x -> 0$ w then there exists a prime filter P' such that x -» 0 e F'

but w F'. Then x ^ P' so F' e C(x*). Consequently, F' e xf for some /', so xt^w

and X( e F' imply the contradiction w e F'.

Now the assertion means that C(x*) = (x-> 0)* and so x £ F implies x -> 0 e P.

Finally we have the analogue of Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 5.3. Every implicative semilattice L is isomorphic with a quasi-ring R

of c/o sets of a Stone space X such that

(15) Jfru r2eR then int (C(/i) u r2) e R.

Furthermore, R is a subimplicative-semilattice of the implicative semilattice of open

sets of X. Conversely, every quasi-ring of c/o sets of a Stone space satisfying (15) is

an implicative semilattice.

Proof. Let L be an implicative semilattice. Then L^L* is a quasi-ring of c/o

sets of S(L). If x*, y* e L* and P is a prime filter then (x -> y) e F implies x £ F

or _y £ F so (x —> y)* £ C(x*) u But (x >>)* is tne largest open set contained

in C(x*) u j*, for if Ui xf - C(x*) u y*, then xf £ C(x*) u ^* so xxJ=y for all /.

Hence x(^x -> j for each / and so \Jt xf ^(x^- y)*. This shows that

int (C(x*) u y*) = (x-+y)*

and hence (15). Also in the implicative lattice L' of open sets of X, we have x* -> y*
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= int (C(x*) u y*) = (x -> y)* so that R is a subimplicative-semilattice of L'. The

remainder of the theorem follows from Theorem 2.4 and (15).

I wish to thank the referee for his comments and suggestions concerning this

paper.
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